
Tackle M&A projects head on with 
MigrationWiz

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are usually unique, high-profile projects that involve

many workloads and high volumes of data. It’s vital to be well-versed in all aspects of

the project in order to execute seamless IT consolidation post-acquisition. When you

standardise on MigrationWiz, you can offer customers an all-in-one solution that will

help them realise the true value of Microsoft 365 faster.

100% SaaS MigrationWiz is a trusted partner in the digital transformation process. It’s

an automated tool that supports multi-workload projects and helps simplify the

migration and customer onboarding process. MigrationWiz is an all-in-one solution that

migrates mailboxes, documents, public folders, shared documents, and Teams.

Merge Microsoft 

365 customers.

Move cloud office 

suites.

Consolidate multi-source environments.

See benefits sooner 
post-acquisition

• Enable employees to transition 

and onboard quickly

• Reduce downtime and interruption 

of day-to-day work

• Preserve IP and data from the newly 

acquired company

• Consolidate information and 

systems into a single environment

• Cut costs and accelerate the 

merging of two organisations

• Realize benefits from the acquisition 

faster with an empowered workforce

Support IT and integration

Reduce time to ROI

Ensure a seamless experience 
for end users

Bring data from one or 

more Microsoft 365 

tenants into a unified 

environment. Migrate 

Exchange Online, 

OneDrive, SharePoint 

Online, and Teams with 

an all-in-one solution.

Migrate Google Workplace 

to M365 to benefit from 

greater workforce 

collaboration post-

acquisition.

Move data from several disparate endpoints (including 

regional differences) to Microsoft 365. MigrationWiz 

supports Exchange Server 2010+, Lotus Notes 6.5+, 

Zimbra, and PSTs.

Supported Scenarios



Supported Workloads to M365

Broaden your offering with new integrations from Voleer

Scope projects pre-migration with new integrated assessments from Voleer. With a 

more precise understanding of the size and complexity of your project, you can 

determine accurate timelines, licensing needs, and costs.

Continue this granular view to validate success post-migration and optimise the 

destination environment. Help your customers control costs, govern data, and track 

usage post-project completion.

Expand migration offerings today with MigrationWiz – your end-to-end solution for high profile M&A 

projects. With no installation or certifications required, MigrationWiz helps IT departments onboard 

users into their new Microsoft 365 environments quickly and seamlessly. 

Mailboxes

Documents

Public Folders Collaboration

Hybrid Exchange Management

Personal Archives

M365 Assessments
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